
1. (a) Show that for any ring A, any A module M and any ideal I ⊂ A, we have

A/I ⊗A M ∼= M/IM

Solution:
We have an exact sequence:

I → A→ A/I → 0

Since tensor product is right exact we have:

I ⊗M
f−→ A⊗M → A/I ⊗M → 0.

Note that this implies A⊗M/image(f) ∼= A/I ⊗M . In natural identification of A⊗M with
M image of I ⊗M under f is to IM and the statement follows.

(b) Show that for ideals I and J , we have A/I ⊗A/J ∼= A/(I + J).

Solution:
By part (a) we have

A/I ⊗A/J ∼= (A/J)/I(A/J) ∼= (A/J)/[(I + J)A/J ]

By the third ring isomorphism theorem the statement follows.

2. Suppose that

0→M ′ →M
f−→M ′′ → 0

is a short exact sequence of A modules. Show that the sequence is split if and only if the induced
map HomA(M ′′,M) → HomA(M ′′,M ′′) induced by the right hand map in the sequence is
surjective. Use this to show that if M ′′ is finitely presented, then the sequence is split if and
only if the localized sequences

0→M ′m →Mm →M ′′m → 0

are split for all maximal ideals m ⊂ A.

Solution:
First we note that a exact sequence is split if and only if there exits a homomorphism g : M ′′ →
M such that f ◦ g = idM ′′ . If composition with f is surjective idM ′′ is in the image and we
can take g to be a preimage of idM ′′ . On the other hand if the exact sequence is split, for any
morphism h : M ′′ →M ′′ we have

h = (f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h).

Hence h is in the image of composition with f and the first part follows. For a finitely presented
A-module M and A-module N, there is a natural isomorphism:

HomAm
(Mm, Nm) ∼= HomA(M,N)m.

You can find a proof of this in Eisenbud’s Commutative Algebra Proposition 2.10. Using this
for N = M and the first part we get the following exact sequence:

Hom(M ′′,M)m → Hom(M ′′,M ′′)m → 0
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for all maximal ideals m. But if a sequence is exact after localization by all maximal ideals, it
is exact itself, e.g.

Hom(M ′′,M)→ Hom(M ′′,M ′′)→ 0

is exact and the statement follows.

3. (a) Show that if M is an A module and B is an A-algebra, then B ⊗A M is naturally a
B-module.

Solution:
We can naturally define the action of B on generators of B ⊗M by:

b1 × (b2 ⊗m) 7→ b1b2 ⊗m

for b1 and b2 in B and m in M . We check that this is well defined, i.e.

b1(ab2 ⊗m) = b1(b2 ⊗ am).

This follows, since B is an A-algebra and we have b1(ab2) = a(b1b2).

(b) Show that if B and C are A-algebras, then B ⊗A C has a natural ring structure which
makes it both a B-algebra and a C-algebra.

Solution:
By part (a) B ⊗ C is a B-module and an A-module. We define the product structure by:

b1 ⊗ c1 × b2 ⊗ c2 7→ b1b2 ⊗ c1c2

on the generators of the tensor product and extend it linearly which makes the tensor product
a ring. Note that b 7→ b⊗ 1 is ring morphism compatible with B-module structure, hence the
tensor product is a B-algebra. Similarly it is a C-algebra.

(c) Show that in the above situation, B ⊗A C satisfies the following universal property. Given
any ring R and ring homomorphisms f : B → R and g : C → R such that the induced
morphisms from A to R agree, there exists a unique morphism from B ⊗A C to R making the
diagram commute.

Solution:
If there exist such morphism, image of b ⊗ 1 has to be f(b), since the upper right triangle
commutes. Similarly 1 ⊗ c maps to be g(c). We get that b ⊗ c maps to f(b)g(c) and since we
have ring morphism there is unique way of extending this linearly to B ⊗ C. Therefore, the
only possible map sends b ⊗ c to f(b)g(c). By definition this maps commutes with addition.
We have

(b1 ⊗ c1) 7→ f(b1)g(c1) (b2 ⊗ c2) 7→ f(b2)g(c2)

(b1 ⊗ c1)(b2 ⊗ c2) 7→ f(b1b2)g(c1c2) = f(b1)g(c1)f(b2)g(c2).

Hence this map also commutes with product.

4. Show that the tensor product of two flat A modules is flat.

Solution:
By definition M is flat if tensor product with M sends exact sequences to exact sequences. Since
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tensor product is associative, tensor product with M ⊗N is the same thing as tensor product
with M first and then tensor product with N . Both of these operations send exact sequences
to exact sequences, so their composition also sends exact sequences to exact sequences.

5. Show that if M is a flat A module, and if a is an element of A which is not a zero divisor,
then a is not a zero divisor in M , i.e. if am = 0 for some m ∈M we must have m = 0.

Solution:
a is not a zero divisor iff multiplication by a as map from A to A is injective, i.e.

0→ A
×a−−→ A

is exact. M is flat so tensor product with M sends injective morphism to injective morphism.

0→ A⊗M
( ×a)⊗id−−−−−−→ A⊗M

If we identify A⊗M with M by a⊗m 7→ am, the map above is just multiplication by a in M .
Therefore, if am is zero, m has to be in the kernel which is zero.
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